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Kiss of Death 

Character 8: Beau Napateet 





Introduction 

I’m Beau Napateet, a caterer working the Paige Turner 

event. I love cooking and actually trained with French 

and Italian chefs overseas, but I can’t seem to find a  

decent job as a chef  here in the US. Really, I’m tired of  

people taking advantage of  free food and drinks and 

not noticing the work I put into crafting everything.  

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT 

PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED BY 

THE NARRATOR. 



Round Three 

IT’S TIME TO MAKE YOUR          

ACCUSATION...TAKE A MINUTE 

TO JOT DOWN YOUR SUSPECT 

AND MOTIVE. 

When asked if  you left the catering table unattended:  

“Yeah, I did for a little bit. I needed a few minutes of  

me time outside.” 



Round One 

When asked about interacting with Paige, respond with:  

“I brought her a water not too long ago...she was 

thirsty. I think it was probably a little bit of  nerves. 

That’s the only feeling I got from her. Nothing seemed 

suspicious, but I was busy taking drink requests and 

providing food samples.”  

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT 
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Ask Nell Anvoid: 

“Have you ever met Paige Turner before, you seemed 

very interested in trying to speak to her.” 



Round Two 

When accused of  doing something to the water, reply:  

(in a frustrated voice): “And when would I have had 

time to do that, huh? All I’ve done tonight is sling out 

food and drinks. Anyone who was up there could have 

seen me reach in, grab a random water bottle and take 

it over...there was no way I could have or would have 

done anything.”  

DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT 

PAGE UNTIL INSTRUCTED BY 

THE NARRATOR. 

Accuse Otto Bayografi right after defending yourself:  

“What about Mr. Bayografi over here...have you ever 

written a story where poison was the killer? I bet you’ve 

done plenty of  research about how to get away with 

murder!” 


